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This post-convention engagement tool is intended for use with local union executive boards, 
staff and membership meetings. This facilitation guide contains outlines for a 60-minute 
discussion and a 90-minute discussion.

Purpose:
The purpose of the 2016 Post-Convention Engagement discussion is to review achievements 
and decisions delegates made at convention and to discuss what actions member leaders 
can take this summer and fall to carry out our union’s Unstoppable Program to Win for 
Working People.

Outcomes:
The intended outcomes from this discussion include understanding the decisions made by 
delegates at convention and being ready to take action on our Unstoppable Program to Win 
for Working People.

Process:
This tool requires:
• One facilitator
• One timekeeper (recommended)
• Three facilitators for discussion stations, if desired, in the 90-minute version
• Laptop with PowerPoint
• Projector and screen OR monitor
• Reliable internet connection for YouTube videos
• Speakers for videos’ sound
• Handouts:
  •  Agenda template
  •  Resolution 117—We Are Unstoppable (Omnibus Resolution)
  •  Division Vision and Call to Action
• Optional: Flip chart

This facilitation guide, presentation slides, video clips, talking points on Resolution 117 and 
handouts can be found at conventiondocs.seiu.org/resources.
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Suggested Opening

Purpose of meeting, review agenda (1 min) [SLIDE 1: Convention logo]
Today, we’re going to:
• Review the achievements and decisions delegates made at our convention in Detroit,
• How it’s all connected to what we’re doing at our local and in our division,
• Talk about what actions we can take this summer and fall, and
• Discuss our union’s Unstoppable Program and how we can get other members involved.

By a show of hands, how many of you went to the 2016 convention?

For those of you who may not be familiar with our convention, it’s the highest decision-making 
body of our union. Every 4 years, thousands of member delegates from every SEIU local in 
the U.S., Puerto Rico and Canada come together to reflect on the past 4 years and adopt a 
plan for the next 4 years of the union’s future.

We packed a lot into just a few days—it was an unstoppable whirlwind of action. Let’s 
watch this short video of some convention highlights.

Play Convention Highlights Video (4 min)

Suggested transition after video: 
If most people in the group DID NOT go to convention: Let’s take a few minutes 
to hear from those of us who did attend the convention—In just a few words, what 
impacted you the most? (5 min) [SLIDE 1: Convention logo]

Now, let’s take a look at a key moment at convention. Here’s International President Mary 
Kay Henry talking about the three core strategies to win on scale.

Play MKH/Three Core Strategies Video Clip (4 min)

Suggested transition after video:
If most people in the group DID go to convention: Let’s take a few minutes to hear 
from those of us who did attend the convention—In just a few words, what impacted 
you the most? (5 min) [SLIDE 1: Convention logo]

That was a big moment for the direction of our union for the next four years and beyond.
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Resolution 117—We Are Unstoppable (8 min)

Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 1: Convention logo]
One of your handouts, Resolution 117—We Are Unstoppable, is a good overview of the 
decisions made at convention.

Refer to Talking Points on Resolution 117 to highlight decisions of specific interest 
to your local. Spend a few minutes connecting those decisions to your local’s work. 
(8 min)

To highlight the Racial Justice Task Force’s work, play the Racial Justice Task Force 
video clip. (4 min) (coming soon)

Division Vision and Call to Action (12 min)

Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 1: Convention logo]

Refer to your Division’s Vision and Call to Action handout from the Division 
Assembly at convention. Spend a few minutes putting the Call to Action in context 
with your local’s work.

What We Can Do Now as Leaders (7 min)

Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 2: Taking Action This Summer and Fall]
Over the next several months, our union will be working on how these core strategies and 
other key union priorities will shape what we do and how we do it. But there are ways that 
we, as leaders in our union, can take action on our program this summer and fall:

• Our local’s priorities:
Take a couple minutes to highlight how your local is advancing our Unstoppable 
Program to Win for Working People this summer and fall.

The 2016 elections:
o This year’s elections are a critical opportunity to advance the issue agenda and 

core strategies delegates adopted at convention. We’re faced with a choice 
between two competing visions – one that takes us forward to build a better 
future for working people, our families and communities, and one that takes us 
backward to the darkest days of our past. 
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o At convention, delegates adopted a plan with four key components:
§	To continue driving our issue and organizing agenda through the 2016 

elections,
§	For members to lead the way organizing, mobilizing, and building COPE,
§	To elect Hillary Clinton and champions at every level of the ballot, and
§	To build power in communities for the long-term.

o To ensure we win, delegates and leaders across the U.S. are being called to 
action this summer and fall to:
§	Reach Every Member with a conversation about our issues, the 

candidates, and the stakes of the election,
§	Build COPE to ensure we have the resources we need to win,
§	Organize and mobilize in our worksites and communities to get out the 

vote in support for our agenda, and
§	Stay in Motion! Election Day is just the beginning—because we need to 

hold politicians accountable.

o [Add local-specific calls to action as applicable]

• Fight for $15 and a Union:

o In August, following the Republican and Democratic conventions, the Fight for 
$15 will hold a major gathering of its own.

o Thousands of cooks, cashiers, home care workers, adjunct professors, airport 
workers, child care workers, retail workers and manufacturing workers will 
converge on Richmond, Virginia for the first-ever convention of underpaid 
workers.

o Workers will take stock of how far the nearly four-year-old Fight for $15 
movement has come—winning significant raises for nearly 20 million 
Americans—and chart a course of action as the presidential campaign heats up, 
challenging candidates from both parties to stand up for $15 and union rights.

o The choice of Richmond, the one-time heart of the Confederacy, will allow us to 
draw links between the way workers are treated today and the racist history of 
the United States.

o In the last year alone, predominantly black workforces in Birmingham, Kansas 
City and St. Louis have had significant raises stolen from them by predominantly 
white state legislatures.
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o We’ll hold a massive march from the convention center to the White House of 
the Confederacy, where we’ll blow holes in the racist legacy of states’ rights and 
show how the Fight for $15 is forging a new path.

o [Add local-specific calls to action as applicable]

For 1-hour meetings:
Discussion (15 min)
Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 3: Discussion Questions. NOTE: Customize slide 3 to 
reflect selected questions. Skip slides 4 and 5—those are for a 90-min meeting.]
Let’s spend some time talking about what you think. Here are the questions for 
discussion:

Select a few of these questions:
a) What excites you about our Unstoppable program?
b) What are we already doing on these core strategies?
c) What do you want to know more about?
d) How can we talk to other members about our Unstoppable program to get them 

involved and motivated to take action?
TIP: For groups of more than 30 people, you may want to use pairs or small 
groups for the first few minutes before debriefing in the larger group.

For 1 ½ hour meetings:
Discussion Stations (30 min)

Break large group into three smaller groups that rotate around three 
discussion stations, with a facilitator at each to facilitate discussion and take 
notes.

Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 4: Discussion Station Questions. NOTE: Skip slide 3—
that is for a 60-min meeting]
We’re going to break into three smaller groups and rotate around three discussion 
stations, one on each core strategy. We’ll spend about 8 minutes at each station and 
then we’ll come back together. Here are the questions we’ll cover:

a) What excites you about this core strategy?
b) What are we already doing on this core strategy?
c) What do you want to know more about?
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At each station, facilitator facilitates discussion on the following questions: (8 
min, 3 times)
a) What excites you about this core strategy?
b) What are we already doing on this core strategy?
c) What do you want to know more about?
 
TIP: For groups who have previously discussed the core strategies, you may 
want to ask different questions to dig deeper.

Large Group Discussion (15 min)
Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 5: Large Group Discussion]
Let’s hear some of the highlights from your discussion…

What would be most helpful to you, as you talk to other members about our 
Unstoppable program to get them involved and motivated to take action?

Closing (1 min)

Suggested remarks: [SLIDE 6: Convention logo]
We’re building a growing movement for economic, racial, immigrant and environmental 
justice in a way that’s impacting the national conversation. We are united by the belief that 
when we come together, we can meet any challenge we face. Together, we are unstoppable 
and we’re ready to move forward on our Unstoppable Program to Win for Working People. 
Let’s make sure we win in November at all levels of government for working families. Thank 
you for stepping up!
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